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Xerox® Everyday™ Toner
Cartridges and Drums for Non-Xerox Printers



R O H S

 
 
 
 
 
 
Xerox® Everyday Toner cartridges and drums that contain 
electrical and electronic components are in-scope for the 
European RoHS Directive and are subject to RoHS and 
associated CE marking requirements. These cartridges are 
also compliant and labeled as required by the equivalent 
RoHS regulations in Ukraine.

WEEE

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Xerox® Everyday Toner cartridges and drums that contain 
electrical and electronic components are in-scope for the 
European WEEE Directive and are marked with the WEEE 
wheeled bin symbol indicating to the end user that the 
cartridge must be recycled separately from other household 
waste. 

R E A C H

 
 
 
 
 
 
REACH is the European Community Regulation on chemicals 
and their safe use (EC 1907/2007). It deals with the 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction 
of Chemicals.

The purpose of REACH is to improve the protection of human 
health and the environment through a better identification 
of the inherent properties of chemical substances at an early 
stage. REACH is also intended to promote innovation and 
competitiveness of the EU chemicals industry.

Xerox has registered all chemicals for which it has importation 
responsibility at >1 tonne per year or has established 
compliance through representative agreements with supply 
chains.

Xerox® Everyday Toner cartridges and drums contain no SVHC 
(Substances of Very High Concern) at or above 0.1% with  
regard to the most recently published ECHA Candidate List 
of substances of very high concern for authorisation.

We continue to monitor all developments regarding this 
regulation to ensure continued and complete conformity 
compliance.

Compliances

Compliances and Certifications

Xerox® Everyday Toner complies with key safety and  
environmental regulations regarding the use of chemicals  
and electrical components and their proper disposal.
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ISO 9001:2000 is a family of standards and guidelines for 
quality in the manufacturing and service industries from the 
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO).

ISO 9001:2015 is the most comprehensive level of the ISO 
9001:2000 series and it covers everything from design and 
development through to the production and distribution 
of products and services. The overall objective is to establish 
a system to improve product quality and reliability.

Xerox® Everyday Toner cartridges and drums are designed 
and produced in ISO 9001:2015-certified facilities.
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ISO 14001:2015 is an international standard that specifies 
requirements for an environmental management system to 
enable an organisation to develop and implement a policy and 
objectives that take into account legal requirements and other 
requirements to which the organisation subscribes, and 
information about significant environmental aspects. It applies 
to those environmental aspects that the organisation identifies 
as those which it can control and those which it can influence.

Xerox Everyday Toner cartridges and drums are designed 
and manufactured in certified ISO 14001:2015 facilities. 

STMC

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The STMC (Standardised Test Methods Committee) is a global 
committee formed to find and promote standardised test 
methods for the printer cartridge industry. The test methods are 
used to evaluate the performance of a toner printer cartridge. 
When using standardised test methods, it is possible to evaluate 
a cartridge anywhere and obtain the same test results 
independently of who tests it.

STMC uses certain ASTM (American Society for Testing and 
Materials) test methods, such as ASTM F1856 for yield and 
ASTM F 2036 for image density and background. The test 
methods are used only to evaluate a finished cartridge in 
comparison to another cartridge, typically an OEM cartridge.  
It does not measure components.

Xerox® Everyday Toner cartridges and drums are produced 
in STMC-certified facilities.
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Certifications

Xerox® Everyday Toner holds key certifications and partnerships that demonstrate the ongoing 
commitment to quality and environmental responsibility.

Compliances and Certifications


